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UN Official: Over 140 Million “Climate Refugees” Heading
Your Way
KATOWICE–In an interview with The New
American magazine at the United Nations
COP24 climate summit in Poland, UN
International Organization official Mariam
Traore Chazalnoel said more than 140
million “refugees” would be fleeing their
home countries due to “climate change” in
the coming decades. Citing a World Bank
study, the UN IOM official said a variety of
“climate”-related issues–ranging from
depleted fish stocks to natural
disasters–would cause massive migration
flows. Never fear, though: If humanity will
submit to the UN’s “climate” agenda quickly
enough, “people will probably not have to
move as much in the future.”

Speaking of the UN Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, she touted the agreement
as the first international mechanism dealing with immigration policy. While acknowledging that many
governments pulled out of the deal (after President Trump led the way), Chazalnoel said it was
important to remember that over 160 governments had still agreed. However, most of those are not
countries that migrants are clamoring to get into. “It is enough to start meaningful action,” she said,
touting “climate-migration” action while claiming that the goal of the deal was not to limit national
sovereignty. She said “education” and the “right narrative in the media” would be crucial to containing
surging opposition to mass migration across the West.

https://thenewamerican.com/author/tna-video/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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